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TEACHERS DAY 2021 

 

In honour of the birthday of Dr Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan, India’s First Vice President, and 

Second President, also celebrated as ‘Teachers Day’, the Student Council of the Department of 

Professional Studies organised Samarpan 2021, along with collaboration of cultural clubs 

across the department. 

The event was held at 2pm, on 6th September, 2021, on Webex meetings and was extended to 

as well as attended by 90 members of faculty. Starting of from a welcoming message, and a 

dance performance by Daksh, a cultural dance team, and leading on to an engaging session of 

games and activities, the event truly touched the hearts of many. The department theatre teams, 

sent in specially curated short movies to display the ‘Relation of a student and a teacher’ and 

show their ‘Emotional journey’ together. To add to that, the department’s alumni sent in 

messages and their gratitude in the form of videos to the faculty, portraying that their learnings 

are not restricted to, but extend beyond their university life. They shared stories of their 

experiences, current lifestyle and pinned down moments they have had with the faculty which 

have pushed them ahead in life. 

Breaking all barriers of connect, and using quite efficiently, the online facilities available, the 

Council was able to engage students from across the department to send in their messages and 

gratitude to their respective teachers, and have these curated as “Thank you” notes, sent in to 

their private mailboxes. In closing, students of various programmes came together to add a 

melodious touch to the afternoon, finishing with a musical performance. The highlights of the 

event were shared across the department pages and groups, with pictures and videos capturing 

time well spent.  

The day saw a good amount of engagement, stirred up emotions, and pleasant surprises, leaving 

the teachers not just with mementos, but memories to stay. 

 

 


